1. Introduction

Large span roofs structures are widely used for the public and industrial buildings such as theaters, exhibition halls, covered stadiums, hangars, machine building enterprises. Large span roof structures can be divided into the following main groups depending on the static scheme:
- beam structures;
- frame structures;
- arch structures;
- shell structures;
- suspended structures;
- spatial structures.

The most significant advantages of large span beam structures are small width of supporting columns, simplicity of design procedure, producing, assembling and joints constructions, decreased sensitivity to temperature actions and displacements of foundations. The increased dead weight is the most significant disadvantage of large span beam structures [1-5].

The truss is the main load bearing element of large span beam structures. The trusses are divided in to the plane and spatial depending on the main load bearing elements placement. The spacious trusses (Fig.1.) are characterized by the decreased dimensions of the elements cross-sections and decreased dead weight in some cases [3].

Fig.1. Spatial steel truss

The values and distribution of internal forces, acting in the elements under design loads action, depend on the main geometrical parameters of the truss. The main geometrical parameters of the spatial steel truss are angles between the grains and elements of lattice and height.

So, the aim of the paper is to consider using of spatial steel truss as the main load bearing element of large span roof. The main geometrical parameters of the spatial steel truss which enables to decrease the material consumption also should be evaluated.
2. Solution of the problem

The spatial steel truss is considered as the main load bearing element of the roof with the span which is equal to 60 m. The truss is with the parallel chords and height equal to 3 m. The truss is loaded by the design vertical loads combination in 2.17 kPa, which includes dead weight of the roof and snow. The design value of snow load is 1.28 kPa. The structure of the roof contains purlins. So, design vertical load is applied as the concentrated forces to the nodes of top chords of the spatial truss. All elements of the spatial truss are with the welded round pipe cross-sections. Steel grades C245, C285 and C375 with the design resistances in 240, 280 and 365 MPa correspondingly, were considered as materials of the truss. Rational from the point of view of materials consumption angles between the grains and elements of lattice (Fig.2.) were evaluated by the response surface method [6].

The dependences of the materials consumption on the angles between the grains and elements of lattice was evaluated in the form of second order polynomial equations for three mentioned grades of steel [7,8]:

\[ P = b_0 + b_1\alpha + b_2\beta + b_{12}\alpha\beta + b_{11}\alpha^2 + b_{22}\beta^2. \]  

(1)

The coefficients of equation (1) were determined on the base of numerical experiment. The experiment was joined with the determination of internal forces, which acts in the elements of the truss when the design vertical load is applied. All elements of the truss were axially compressed or tensioned. Areas of cross sections for tensioned elements were determined by the equation:

\[ A = \frac{N}{R_y\gamma_c}, \]

(2)

where: \(N\) – axial force acting in the element; \(R_y\) – design resistance of steel; \(\gamma_c\) – safety factor.

Then tensioned elements were checked by flexibility, which should not exceed 400. The value of safety factor was equal to 0.95. Areas of cross sections for compressed elements were determined by the equation:

\[ A = \frac{N}{\phi R_y\gamma_c}, \]

(3)

where: \(\phi\) – coefficient of longitudinal bending.
The value of coefficient of longitudinal bending was taken 0.8 in the first approximation. Then it was corrected basing on the equation (3). The value of safety factor was equal to 1.00 for compressed elements.

Rational values of angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were determined by the system of equations (4) and then corrected by the constructional requirements [3-5].

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial P}{\partial \alpha} &= b_1 + b_{12} \beta + 2b_{11} \alpha = 0, \\
\frac{\partial P}{\partial \beta} &= b_2 + b_{12} \alpha + 2b_{22} \beta = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

Second limit state also was taken into account. The maximum allowable vertical displacement of the spatial truss was equal to 0.20 m.

3. Numerical results

Nine variants of spatial truss were analyzed by the computer program LIRA 9.4 for each considered grade of steel [4]. The variants were differed by the values of angles between the grains and elements of lattice. The angle between grains of the spatial truss changes within the limits from 30 to 90 degrees. The angle between the elements of lattice changes within the limits from 30 to 60 degrees.

The values of coefficients of second order polynomial equations, which describe the dependences of material consumption on the angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$, are given in the table 1 for three grades of steel. The deviation of the results, obtained by the equations does not exceed 2.4%.

### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade of steel</th>
<th>Values of coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C245</td>
<td>16.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C285</td>
<td>14.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C375</td>
<td>12.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The materials consumption of the spatial truss changes within the limits from 16.24 to 20.32, from 14.33 to 17.88 and from 11.91 to 15.93 t for grades of steel C245, C285 and C375, correspondingly. Character of the dependences between material consumption and angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be illustrated by the Figure 3, where are shown the results, obtained for the grade of steel C 285.

In the case of steel grade C375 the growing of the angle $\beta$ between grains of the spatial truss from 30 to 90 degrees causes the increase of materials consumption by 6.53, 12.38 and 28.14 % for the angles between the elements of lattice $\alpha$ equal to 30, 45 and 60 degrees, correspondingly.

Growing of the angles between the elements of lattice $\alpha$ from 30 to 60 degrees causes the decrease of materials consumption by 28.31, 16.86 and 6.68% for the angles between grains of the spatial truss $\beta$ equal to 30, 60 and 90 degrees, correspondingly.
The dependence of material consumption $P$ on the angle between the elements of lattice $\alpha$ and the angle between grains of the spatial truss $\beta$ were obtained.

The maximum vertical displacements of the rational variants of spatial truss changes within the limits from 0.150 to 0.199 m. Character of the dependences between maximum vertical displacements and angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be illustrated by the Figure 4, where are shown the results, obtained for the grade of steel C 285.

The obtained dependences were used for the determination of the rational geometrical parameters of spatial truss, which are shown in table 2. The maximum vertical displacements of the rational variants of spatial truss changes within the limits from 0.179 to 0.199 m.
Rational geometrical parameters of spatial truss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade of steel</th>
<th>Angle between the elements of lattice $\alpha$, degrees</th>
<th>Angle between grains of the spatial truss $\beta$, degrees</th>
<th>Material consumption $P$, t</th>
<th>Maximum vertical displacements, m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C245</td>
<td>48°</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C285</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C375</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second ultimate state has significant influence on the obtained rational geometrical parameters of spatial truss. The materials consumption for spatial truss can be decreased till 13.99 and 11.46 t for grades of steel C285 and C375, correspondingly. Rational angle between the elements of lattice $\alpha$ is equal to 52.43° in the case. But the maximum vertical displacements will be equal to 0.209 and 0.261 m. The diagram, which illustrates the dependence of materials consumption on the grade of steel for spatial trusses with the rational geometrical parameters, is shown in Figure 5.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5.** The dependence of materials consumption on the grade of steel for spatial trusses with the rational geometrical parameters

The variants of the plane truss with the angle between the elements of lattice changing within the limits from 30 to 60 degrees also were analyzed. The comparison of rational from the point of view of materials consumption variants of plane and spatial trusses for grades of steel C245, C285 and C375 allows us to conclude that the plain trusses are at 10-15% more rational, than the spatial ones in considered case.
4. Conclusions

Large span spatial truss was considered as the main load bearing element of the roof. The dependences of material consumption on the angles between the elements of lattice and angle between grains of the spatial truss were obtained for grades of steel C245, 285 and 375. In the case of steel grade C375 the growing of the angle $\beta$ between grains of the spatial truss from 30 to 90 degrees causes the increase of materials consumption by 6.53, 12.38 and 28.14 % for the angles between the elements of lattice $\alpha$ equal to 30, 45 and 60 degrees, correspondingly. It was shown, that the rational from the point of view of materials consumption values of angle between the elements of lattice and angle between grains of the spatial truss are equal to 45 and 30 degrees, correspondingly, for grades of steel C285 and 375. The dependences of the maximum vertical displacements of spatial truss on the angle between the elements of lattice and the angle between grains of the spatial truss also were obtained. It was shown, that the maximum vertical displacements of the rational variants of spatial truss changes within the limits from 0.179 to 0.199 m.
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Goremikins V., Grabis J. and Serdjuks D. Using of Spatial Steel Trusses in the Roof
Spatial steel truss with the span equal to 60 m was investigated. The truss is with the parallel chords and triangular lattice. The minimum recommended height of the truss equal to 3m was adopted. The elements of the truss is the round welded pipes.

The dependences of material consumption on the angles between the elements of lattice and angle between grains of the spatial truss were obtained. The dependences were obtained for the case, when the structure is loaded by displacements of spatial truss on the angle between the elements of lattice and the angle between grains of the spatial truss were obtained for three grades of steel. The dependences of the maximum vertical displacements of spatial truss on the angle between the elements of lattice and the angle between grains of the spatial truss also were obtained. The dependences were obtained for the case, when the structure is loaded by the design vertical load, which includes snow and structural dead weight. Two limit states were taken in to account.

It was shown, that the rational from the point of view of materials consumption angle between the elements of lattice and the angle between grains of the spatial truss are equal to 45 and 30 degrees, correspondingly.

Goremikins V., Grabis J. and Serdjuks D. Тërauda telpisko kopnë izmantošana liellaiduma pārsegumos

Darbā ir atrastas sakarības starp kopnēs režģa elementu slīpuma leņķi un kopnes masu, sakarības starp leņķu starp skaldnēm un kopnes masu. Ir atrastas optimālās režģa elementu slīpuma leņķa vērtības un leņķa starp skaldnēm vērtības. Darbā ir izzvertīta kopnē izliecee atkarībā no pielietotā tērauda klasēs, leņķa starp skaldnēm trejškaldņu kopnei un režģa elementu slīpuma leņķa. Ir salīdzinotas trejškaldņu un plakānas kopnēs no materiāla patērēna viedokļa. Slodžu aprēķina kombinācija iekļauj sevi pašsvāra slodzes, sniega slodzes, sniega slodzes, sniega slodzes. Kopnes aprēķins veikts pēc pirmā un otrā robežstāvokļa.

Darbā ir secināts, ka plakānas kopnēs ir izdevīgākās par trejškaldņu kopnēm, optimālākais kopnes režģa elementu slīpuma leņķis ir 45°, optimālākais leņķis starp skaldnēm ir 30°. Augststipribas tērauda pielietojums kopnē elementu konstruēšanā nav racionāls. Kopnes izliecie ir lielāki kā kopnēm no augststipribas tēraudem, ar lielāku leņķi starp skaldnēm un lielāku režģa elementu slīpuma leņķi.